We examine the predictive validity of two recent innovations to the experimental measurement of time preferences: the Convex Time Budget (CTB) and the Double Multiple Price List (DMPL). Using comparable experimental methods, the CTB and DMPL are implemented, corresponding parameters are estimated, and out-of-sample prediction is conducted for survey measures of patience and incentivized willingness to accept for a future-dated monetary claim. We outline criteria that preference elicitation techniques should meet, and analyze the two approaches in this framework.
I Introduction
Time preferences are fundamental to theoretical and applied studies of decision-making, and are a critical element of much of economic analysis. At both the aggregate and individual level, accurate measures of discounting parameters can provide helpful guidance on the potential impacts of policy and provide useful diagnostics for effective policy targeting.
Though efforts have been made to identify time preferences from naturally occurring field data 1 , the majority of research has relied on laboratory samples using variation in monetary payments. 2 Despite many attempts, however, the experimental community lacks a clear consensus on how best to measure time preferences; a point made clear by Frederick, Loewenstein and O'Donoghue (2002). One natural challenge which has gained recent attention is the confounding effect of utility function curvature. Typically, linear utility is assumed for identification, invoking expected utility's necessity of linearity for small stakes decisions (Rabin, 2000) . In an important recent contribution, Andersen et al. (2008) show that if utility is assumed to be linear in experimental payoffs when it is truly concave, estimated discount rates will be biased upwards. 3 This observation has reset the investigation 1 These methods investigate time preferences by examining durable goods purchases, consumption profiles or annuity choices (Hausman, 1979; Lawrance, 1991; Warner and Pleeter, 2001 ; Gourinchas and Parker, 2002; Cagetti, 2003; Tobacman, 2003, 2007) . While there is clear value to these methods they may not be practical for field settings with limited data sources or where subjects make few comparable choices. 2 Chabris, Laibson and Schuldt (2008) identify several important issues related to this research agenda, calling into question the mapping from experimental choice to corresponding model parameters in monetary discounting experiments. Paramount among these issues are clear arbitrage arguments such that responses in monetary experiments should reveal only the interval of borrowing and lending rates, and thus limited heterogeneity in behavior if subjects face similar credit markets (Cubitt and Read, 2007; Sprenger, 2012a, 2012b ). This last concern may be beyond the reach of most experimental samples. Evidence from Coller and Williams (1999) suggests that even when the entire arbitrage argument is explained to subjects, heterogeneity remains and responses do not collapse to reasonable intervals of borrowing and lending rates. Following most of the literature, the experiments we conduct will focus on monetary choices, taking the laboratory offered rates as the relevant ones for choice. Importantly, the methods we describe are easily portable to other domains with less prominent fungibility problems. One recent example using the Convex Time Budget described below with choices over effort is Augenblick, Niederle, and Sprenger (2013) . 3 Frederick, Loewenstein and O'Donoghue (2002) also provide discussion of this confound and present three strategies for disentangling utility function curvature from time discounting: 1) eliciting utility judgements such as attractiveness ratings at two points in time; 2) eliciting preferences over temporally separated probabilistic prospects to exploit the linearity-in-probability property of expected utility; and 3) "separately elicit the utility function for the good in question, and then use that function transform outcome amounts to utility amounts, from which utility discount rates could be computed" (p. 382). The third of these techniques is close in spirit to the Double Multiple Price List implemented by Andersen et al. (2008) described below.
of new elicitation tools.
The objective of this study is to describe and test the predictive validity of two recent innovations to experimental methods designed to reveal more accurate measures of time preference.
We assert that predictive validity is an important standard by which the methods should be judged. More specifically, parameter estimates generated from a specific data set should yield good in-sample fit, have out-of-sample predictive power, and predict relevant, genuine economic activity. 4 While predictive validity is the primary criterion we consider, a secondary criterion is simplicity. In particular, those eliciting preferences put a premium on devices that are simple for subjects, easy to administer, transportable to the field, and can be easily folded into a larger research design.
Using these metrics, we consider two recently proposed elicitation devices, the Double We document two main findings. First, we reproduce the broad conclusions of both AHLR and AS in terms of utility estimates and the confounding effects of curvature. Second, when taking these estimates out-of-sample we find that the CTB-based estimates markedly outperform the DMPL-based estimates when predicting intertemporal choice. We identify the difference in source of information on utility function curvature across the two methods as being the key driver of these results.
Section 2 describes our preference elicitation techniques and experimental protocol. Section 3 presents estimation results and evaluates the success of the CTB and DMPL at predicting choice both in-and out-of-sample. Section 4 concludes.
II Techniques and Protocol
Before introducing the two considered elicitation techniques, we first outline the nature of preferences. Consider allocations of experimental payments, x t and x t+k between two periods, t and t + k. Preferences over these experimental payments are assumed to be captured by a stationary, time-independent constant relative risk averse utility function u(x t ) = x α t . We assume a quasi-hyperbolic structure for discounting (Laibson, 1997 ; O'Donoghue and Rabin, 1999), such that preferences over bundles are described by
The parameter δ captures standard long-run exponential discounting, while the parameter β captures a specific preference towards payments in the present, t = 0. The one period discount factor between the present and a future period is βδ, while the one period discount factor between two future periods is δ. Present bias is associated with β < 1 and β = 1 corresponds to the case of standard exponential discounting.
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We consider two elicitation techniques, the DMPL and the CTB, designed to provide identification of the three parameters of interest, α, δ, and β, corresponding to utility function curvature, long-run discounting, and present bias, respectively.
II.A Elicitation Techniques
We begin by presenting the DMPL, which consists of two stages. The first stage is designed to identify discounting, potentially confounded by utility function curvature. The second stage is designed to un-confound the first stage by providing information on utility function curvature through decisions on risky choice. In the first stage, individuals make a series of binary choices between smaller sooner payments and larger later payments. Such binary choices are organized into Multiple Price Lists (MPL) in order of increasing gross interest rate (Coller and Williams, 1999; Harrison Lau and Williams, 2002) . The point in each price 5 We abstract away from any discussion of sophistication or naiveté wherein individuals are potentially aware of their predilection of being more impatient in the present than they are in the future. Our implemented experimental techniques will be unable to distinguish between the two. Importantly, one cannot make un-confounded inference for time preferences based on these intertemporal responses alone. Consider an individual who prefers $X at time t over $Y at time t + k, but prefers $Y at time t + k over $X'<$X at time t. If t = 0 then one can infer the bounds on δ to be δ ∈ (X α /Y α , X α /Y α ). Though standard practice for identifying δ often (at times implicitly) assumes linear utility, α = 1, it's clear that a concave utility function, α < 1, will bias discount factor estimates downwards, understating the true bounds. 7 Further, without some notion of the extent of curvature, one cannot un-confound the measure. This motivates the second stage.
The second stage of the DMPL is designed to account for utility function curvature by introducing a second experimental measure. In particular, a Holt and Laury (2002, henceforth HL) risk preference task is conducted alongside the intertemporal decisions. Subjects face a series of decisions between a safe and a risky binary gamble. The probability of the high outcome in each gamble increases as one proceeds through the task, such that where a subject switches from the safe to the risky gamble carries information on risk attitudes. Figure 1 , Panel B, presents a sample HL task. The risk attitude elicited in the HL task identifies the degree of utility function curvature, α, which is then applied to the intertemporal choices to un-confound the discounting bounds. In effect, α is identified from risky choice data, and δ and β are identified from intertemporal choice data.
The CTB takes a different approach to identification. Instead of incorporating a second experimental elicitation, the CTB recognizes a key restriction of the standard multiple price list approach. When making a binary choice between a smaller sooner payment, $X, and a larger later payment, $Y, subjects are effectively restricted to the corner solutions in (sooner, later) space, ($X, $0) and ($0, $Y). That is, they maximize the utility function in (1) subject 6 This implementation appears slightly different from others for coherence with our implementation of the CTB. In effect, individuals choose between smaller sooner payments and larger later payments. However, we clarify that choosing the smaller sooner payment implies a subject will receive zero at the later date, and vice versa. 7 Correspondingly, a convex utility function biases discount factors upwards. A similar issues exists for identifying β when t = 0.
to the discrete budget constraint (x t , x t+k ) ∈ {(X, 0), (0, Y )}. If the utility function is indeed linear, such that α = 1, the restriction to corners is non-binding. However, if α < 1, individuals have convex preferences in (sooner, later) space, preferring interior solutions, and leading the restriction to corners to meaningfully restrict behavior.
This observation leads to a natural solution. If one wishes to identify convex preferences in (sooner, later) space, one can convexify the decision environment. In a CTB, subjects are given the choice of ($X, $0), ($0, $Y) or anywhere along the intertemporal budget constraint connecting these points such that P x t + x t+k = Y , where P = Y X represents the gross interest rate. Figure 2 presents a sample CTB allowing for interior solutions between the two corners. 8 In the CTB, sensitivity to changing interest rates delivers identification of α while variation in the timing of payments identifies the discounting parameters, β and δ. 6.
Notably, the version of the CTB we use is different than that of AS. AS used a computer interface to offer individuals 100 tokens that could be allocated to the sooner or later payoffs in any proportion. By condensing the budget to 6 options, we can represent the choice in a check-the-box format that fits onto a sheet of paper. While information is lost in this discretization, it puts the CTB on the same footing as the DMPL in terms of ease-of-adminstration and portability.
9 This is shown explicitly in setion 2.3.
The most important distinction between the two methods is the source of identification of curvature. The DMPL identifies utility function curvature based on the degree of risk aversion elicited in the HL risky choice. In contrast, the CTB identifies curvature based on the degree of price sensitivity in intertemporal choice. These varying sources of information for the shape of the utility function should be equivalent under the utility formulation in
(1). The parameter α determines both the extent of intertemporal substitution and the extent of risk aversion. 10 However, there may be reason to expect differences in the extent of measured utility function curvature and hence discounting estimates across the two methods.
AHLR document substantial utility function curvature in HL tasks, leading to substantial changes in discounting estimates when accounted for in the DMPL. In contrast, AS document substantially less utility function curvature from CTB choices.
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II.B Experimental Design
In order to assess the predictive validity of the DMPL and CTB elicitation methods, we designed a simple within-subject experiment. Subjects faced 4 intertemporal MPLs, 2 HL risk tasks, and 4 CTBs of the form presented in Figures 1 and 2 . For the intertemporal decisions the CTBs and MPLs took the exact same start dates, t, delay lengths, k, and gross interest rates, P . The experimental budget was always $20 such that the intertemporal budget constraint in each decision was P x t + x t+k = 20. Hence, as presented in Figures 1 and 2, the only difference between the implemented CTBs and MPLs was the presence of interior allocations. Table 1 summarizes the parameters of the intertemporal choice portion of the experiment. The interest rates, experimental budgets and delay lengths are chosen to be comparable to those of AS.
10 Provided α is the sole source of curvature and expected utility maintains in atemporal choice. 11 However, the AS estimates do differ significantly from linear utility. Further AS show that the extent of CTB utility function curvature is correlated with the distance between standard price list discount factor estimates and CTB discount factor estimates. Individuals with more concave CTB-measured utility functions have more downwards-biased discount factor price list estimates. Note: The price ratios for k = 35 correspond to yearly (compunded quarterly) interest rates of 65%, 164%, 312%, 529%, 1301%
and 4276%. The price ratios for k = 63 correspond to rates of 0%, 33%, 133%, 304%, 823% and 2093%.
As presented in Figure 1 , Panel B, in the two HL tasks subjects faced a series of decisions between a safe and a risky gamble. In the first HL task, HL 1 , the safe gamble outcomes were $10.39 and $8.31, while the risky gamble outcomes were $20 and $0.52. In the second HL task, HL 2 , the safe gamble outcomes were $13.89 and $5.56, while the risky gamble outcomes were $25 and $0.28. These values were chosen to provide a measure of curvature at monetary payment values close to those implemented in the intertemporal choices and are scaled versions of those used in the original HL tasks.
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Our sample consists of 64 undergraduates, evenly divided into 4 sessions, conducted in February of 2009. Upon arriving in the laboratory, subjects were told they would be participating in an experiment about decision-making over time. Subjects were told that based on the decisions they made, and chance, they could receive payment as early as the day of the experiment, as late as 14 weeks from the experiment, or other dates in between.
All of the payments dates were selected to avoid holidays or school breaks, and all payments were designed to arrive on the same day of the week. All choices were made with paper and pencil and the order in which subjects completed the tasks was randomized. Two orders were implemented with the HL tasks acting as a buffer between the more similar time discounting choices: 1) MPL, HL, CTB; 2) CTB, HL, MPL. 13 Subjects were told that in total they would make 49 decisions. One of these decisions would be chosen as the 'decision-that-counts' and their choice would be implemented. 14 The full instructions are provided in Appendix A.8.
12 See Appendix A.8 for the full instructions. In the HL baseline task, the safe gamble outcomes were $2.00 and $1.60 and the risky gamble outcomes were $3.85 and $0.10. Our HL 1 scales the largest payment to $20 and keeps all ratios the same. The second task, HL 2 , increases the highest payment to $25 and increases the variance. 13 No order effects were observed. 14 Our randomization device for implementing the decision-that-counts favored the intertemporal choices over the HL choices. Whereas each time preference allocation was viewed as a choice (48 in total), the HL tasks were viewed as a single choice. When the HL tasks were explained, subjects were told that if A primary concern in the design of discounting experiments is to equalize all transaction costs between different dates of payment. Eliminating any uncertainty over delayed payments and convenience of immediate payments is key to obtaining accurate results. We follow the techniques used in AS and take six specific measures to equate transaction costs and ensure payment reliablity. 15 Subjects were surveyed extensively after the completion of the experiment. Importantly, 100% of subjects said that they believed that their earnings would be paid out on the appropriate dates.
Once the decision-that-counts was chosen, subjects participated in a Becker, Degroot and . 16 The instructions outlined the procedure and explicity informed subjects that "the best idea is to write down your true value...". 17 Subsequently, subjects completed a survey including demographic details as well as two hypothetical measures of patience. The first hypothetical measure asked subjects to state the dollar amount of money today that would make them indifferent to $20 in one month. The second hypothetical measure asked subjects to state the mount of money in one month that would make them indifferent to $20 today.
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these were chosen as the decision-that-counts, then a specific HL choice would be picked at random (with equal likelihood) and a 10-sided dice would be rolled to determine lottery outcomes. Payment would be made in cash immediately in the lab, and subjects would receive a show-up fee of $10 immediately as well. We recognize that this favored randomization may limit the attention subjects pay to the HL tasks. Our results, however, are comparable to other findings of risk aversion in Holt and Laury (2002) and to other implementations of the DMPL (Andreoni and Sprenger, 2012b). 15 As in AS, all participants lived on campus at UC San Diego, which meant that they had 24 hour access to a locked personal mailbox. Our first measure was to use these mailboxes for intertemporal payments. Second, intertemporal payments were made by personal check from Professor James Andreoni. Although this introduces a transaction cost, it ensures an equal cost in all potential periods of distribution. In addition, these checks were drawn on an account at the on-campus credit union. Third, for intertemporal payments the $10 show-up fee was split into two $5 minimum payments avoiding subjects loading on one experimental payment date to avoid cashing multiple checks. Fourth, the payment envelopes were self-addressed, reducing risk of clerical error. Fifth, subjects noted payment amounts and dates from the decision-that-counts on their payment envelopes, eliminating the need to recall payment values and reducing the risk of mistaken payment. Sixth, all subjects received a business card with telephone and e-mail contacts they could use in case a payment did not arrive. Subjects were made aware of all of these measures prior to the choice tasks. 16 Subjects were potentially aware of their payment amounts at this point if they remembered their choice exactly. 17 This follows the protocol of Ariely, Loewenstein and Prelec (2003) . A copy of the elicitation and instructions can be found in Appendix A.8. 18 The exact wording of the first question was 'What amount of money, $X, if paid to you today would make you indifferent to $20 paid to you in one month?' The exact wording of the first question was 'What While there were 64 subjects in total, our estimation sample for the remainder of the paper consists of 58 individuals. Five individuals exhibited multiple switching at some point in the MPLs or HL tasks. One individual never altered their decision from a specific corner solution in all 4 CTBs and thus provided insufficient variation for the calculation of utility parameters. These 6 subjects are dropped to maintain a consistent number of observations across estimates.
II.C Parameter Estimation Strategies
The data collected in the experiment are used to separately identify the key parameters of utility function curvature, α, discounting, δ, and present bias, β for both the CTB and the DMPL. Preferred estimation strategies for recovering these parameters differ between the two elicitation techniques. The CTB is akin to maximizing discounted utility subject to a future value budget constraint. Hence, a standard intertemporal Euler equation maintains,
where t 0 is an indicator for whether t = 0. This can be rearranged to be linear in our experimental variations, t, k, and P ,
Assuming an additive error structure, this is estimable at either the group or individual level, with parameters of interest recovered via non-linear combinations of regression coefficients and standard errors calculated via the delta method. Equation (2) makes clear the mapping from the variation of experimental parameters to structural parameter estimates. Variation in the gross interest rate, P , delivers the utility function curvature, α. For a fixed interest rate, variation in delay length, k, delivers δ, and variation in whether the present, t = 0, is considered delivers β.
Two natural issues arise with the estimation strategy described above. First, the alloca- is not well defined at corner solutions. 19 Second, this strategy effectively ignores the interval nature of the data, created by the discretization of the budget constraint. To address the first issue, one can use the demand function to generate a non-linear regression equation based upon
which avoids the corner solution problem of the logarithmic transformation in (2) . To address the second issue, we propose a third technique, Interval Censored Tobit (ICT) regression, that takes into account the interval nature of our data. While this technique is less transparent and more complicated to perform, it serves as a robustness check for approaches (2) and (3).
The details are discussed in Appendix A.1.
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Preferred methodology for estimating intertemporal preference parameters from DMPL data, as per AHLR, relies on maximum likelihood methods. Binary choices between $X sooner and $Y later are assumed to be guided by the utilities
AHLR assign choice probabilities using Luce's (1959) formulation based on these utility values
where ν represents stochastic decision error. As ν tends to infinity all decisions become random and as ν tends to zero, all decisions are deterministic based on the assigned utilities.
The log of this choice probability represents the likelihood contribution of a given observation.
In order to simultaneously estimate utility function curvature and discounting parameters, AHLR also define a similar likelihood contribution for a HL risk task observation, constructed under expected utility. An alternate stochastic decision error parameter, µ, is estimated for risky choice. As in AHLR, we provide estimates based on only the intertem- 19 In our application we solve this issue operationally, by transforming the $0 payment in a corner solution to $0.01 such that the log allocation ratio is always well-defined. Additionally, we consider exercises adding in the fixed $5 minimum payments to each payment date and qualitatively similar results. See Appendix  Table A2 . 20 AS provide a variety of estimates using both demand functions and Euler equations and several utility formulations such as CARA and CRRA. Broadly consistent estimates are found across techniques.
poral decisions, assuming α = 1, and on the combination of time and risk choices. We additionally provide estimates using only the risky data to demonstrate the extent to which estimated utility function curvature is informed by the HL choices. Appendix A.2 provides full detail of the maximum likelihood strategies for DMPL data.
III Results
We present the results in two stages. First, we provide estimation results based on the DMPL and CTB elicitation techniques, drawing some contrasts between the parameter estimates across the two methods. Second, we move to choice prediction and conduct two complementary analyses, attempting to predict choice across methods and attempting to predict choice out-of-sample to our BDM and hypothetical choice data.
III.A Parameter Estimates
Our main estimation results are presented in Table 2 , providing aggregate estimates of α, β, and an annualized discount rate r = δ −365 − 1 for both elicitation techniques and the variety of estimation strategies described in section 2.3. The difference in discounting with and without accounting for curvature is significant at all conventional levels, (χ 2 (1) = 15.71, p < 0.01). This finding echoes those of AHLR, though our estimated discount rates are higher in general. Note that the curvature estimate is virtually identical across columns (2) and (3), indicating the extent to which the measure is informed by risky choice responses. Next, we consider the CTB estimates. Sprenger, 2013). 23 Across elicitation techniques and estimation strategies, the present bias parameter, β, is estimated close to one.
Substantial differences in estimates, particularly for utility function curvature, are obtained across the DMPL and the CTB. It is beyond the scope of this paper to provide a theoretical foundation for which elicitation is more likely to yield correct estimates. We instead take the approach that predictive validity is the relevant metric for assessing the value of each method. Our prediction exercises are considered next. 22 The dependent variable is taken to be the chosen option in all interior allocations. For corner solutions in order for the log allocation ratio to be well defined we transform the value $0 to $0.01. 23 However, one recent study using similar methods does detect a small, but significant degree of present bias. See Kuhn, Kuhn, and Villeval (2013).
III.B Predictive Validity
We consider predictive validity in two steps. First, we test within and between methods.
That is, we examine the in-and out-of-sample fit for CTB and DMPL estimates on the CTB data. Correspondingly we examine the in-and out-of-sample fit for CTB and DMPL estimates on the DMPL data. Though one would expect the in-sample estimates to outperform the out-of-sample estimates, this exercise does yield one critical finding: the CTB estimates perform about as well out-of-sample as the DMPL estimates perform in-sample for intertemporal choices.
Second, we test strictly out-of-sample for both methods. We examine behavior in a BDM mechanism eliciting willingness to accept to relinquish a claim for $25 at a later date and two hypothetical measures for patience. These three out-of-sample environments are constructed such that model estimates generate point predictions for behavior. Hence, one can analyze differences between predicted and actual behavior and the correlation between the two. Importantly, in both exercises we account for individual heterogeneity by estimating discounting parameters for each individual separately (see Appendix A.4 for details). For the CTB, individual level estimates are constructed based upon the estimation strategy of Table   2 , Column (4). Individual level estimates of α, β and r are obtained for all 58 subjects.
24 For the DMPL, individual level estimates are constructed based upon the estimation strategy of Table 2 , Column (3). Individual level estimates of α, β and r are obtained for all 58 subjects.
These analyses demonstrate that CTB-based estimates outperform DMPL-based estimates in all three out-of-sample environments.
25 24 We opt to use the OLS estimates from Table 2 , column (4), because individual level estimates are obtained for all 58 subjects. Using the NLS estimates of Table 2 , column (5) very similar results are obtained, though the individual-level estimator converges for only 56 of 58 subjects. 25 To account for estimation error, we also used the standard errors of the estimation to bootstrap the CTB and DMPL estimates for each person-choice combination. Since the results are quantitatively and qualitatively similar to those using the estimates alone, we do not report them here. One important dissimilarity, however, should be noted. When making DMPL predictions the bootstrapping procedure generates negative estimates of α in about 40% of the cases. If we exclude these, the predictive success of the bootstrapped individual level DMPL estimates is modestly better than the estimates alone. However, if we count these as incorrect predictions, the predictive success of the individual level DMPL estimates is reduced dramatically. Excluding negative α's skews the remaining α's toward 1, which we demonstrate below favors more accurate predictions.
III.B.1 Within and Between Methods
We begin by analyzing the CTB data. First, consider the in-sample fit for the CTB estimates.
We use the parameter estimates from Table 2 , column (4) to construct utilities for each option within a budget and compare the predicted utility-maximizing option to the chosen option.
Using the aggregate CTB estimates, the predicted utility maximizing choice was chosen 45% of the time. Using individual CTB estimates, the predicted utility maximizing choice was chosen 75% of the time. Next, consider the out-of-sample fit for the DMPL estimates.
We use the parameter estimates from Table 2 , column (3) to construct utilities for each option within a budget and compare the predicted utility-maximizing option to the chosen option. Aggregate DMPL estimates predict 3% of CTB choices correctly and individual DMPL estimates predict 16% of CTB choices correctly.
The key out-of-sample failure for the DMPL estimates on the CTB data is generated by the high degree of estimated utility function curvature. Indeed, the majority of CTB choices are close to budget corners.
26 Figure 3 presents an example budget with corresponding predicted indifference curves and choices based on CTB and DMPL estimates. The high degree of curvature prevents the DMPL estimates from making corner predictions and hence leaves the estimates unable to match many data points.
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We perform an identical exercise for the DMPL data. We focus specifically on the intertemporal MPL choices. 28 In-sample aggregate DMPL estimates predict 81% of MPL choices correctly and individual estimates predict 89% of MPL choices correctly. Interestingly, the CTB estimates perform almost as well out-of-sample as the DMPL estimates perform in-sample. Aggregate CTB estimates also predict 81% of MPL choices correctly and individual estimates predict 86% of MPL choices correctly.
From this exercise we note that using individual level estimates both estimation techniques perform well in-sample. However, the CTB estimates predict out-of-sample with greater accuracy than the DMPL estimates. In order to put the two methods on equal foot- 26 To be specific 88 percent of CTB allocations are at one of the two budget corners. Additionally, 35 of 58 subjects have zero interior allocations, consistent with linear utility.
27 See Appendix A.6 for the the exercise conducted on all experimental budgets. 28 The HL data are considered in Appendix A.7 and demonstrate, unsurprisingly that the DMPL estimates vastly outperform the CTB estimates on the HL data.
ing, we next consider the predictive ability of the techniques in environments where both sets of estimates are out-of-sample. 
III.B.2 Pure Out-of-Sample
Following the experimental implementation of the CTB and DMPL, subjects were notified of their two payment dates, based on a randomly chosen experimental decision. We then elicited the amount they would be willing to accept in their sooner check instead of $25 in the later check using a BDM technique with a uniform distribution of random prices drawn from [$15.00, $24.99]. 29 All 58 subjects from our estimation exercise provided a BDM bid.
The mean willingness to accept was $22.36 (s.d. $2.18). Based on the payment dates, we use the individual parameter estimates from the CTB and DMPL to predict subject responses. These predictions account for the fact that relevant payment dates may involve different values of t and k. Responses that are predicted to fall 29 Hence, stating a willingness to accept greater than or equal to $25 implied a preference for the later payment in all states. Four subjects provided BDM bids of exactly $25 and no subjects provided a BDM bid greater than $25. Stating a willingness to accept lower than $15 implied a preference for any sooner payment. No subjects provided a BDM bid less than $15. Following an identical strategy to that above, Panels B and C also present the distribution of responses predicted from CTB and DMPL individual estimates, top and bottom-coded 30 In the first question, one subject responded 'Any amount over $20'. This response was coded as $20. This subject gave the same response in the second question and was again coded as $20. In the second question, one subject responded, '$19.05 plus one dollar in a month'. This was coded as $20.05. When considering the extent of correlations at the individual level, a different conclusion is drawn. Table 3 , Panels B and C present tobit regressions similar to Panel A, where the dependent variable is either $X today or $Y month . Again we find the CTB predictions to carry significant correlations with the true measures. Though in Panel B, the DMPL prediction does significantly correlate with observed behavior, the DMPL predictions provide limited added predictive power beyond the CTB predictions. This again indicates predictive validity of the CTB estimates at the individual level.
Across our three out-of-sample exercises we find that both the CTB and DMPL can mis-predict, at times importantly, the distribution of behavior. However, at the individual level predictive validity is apparent, particularly for CTB-based estimates. DMPL-based estimates at times provide little independent and additional predictive power in our out-ofsample environments. We examine the extent to which estimated utility parameters can predict behavior across experimental methods and in out-of-sample environments. At the distributional level, we find that both methods make predictions close to average behavior, though they often miss key elements of the distribution. At the individual level, we find CTB-based estimates to have increased predictive power relative to DMPL estimates.
IV Conclusion
Our experiment suggests one prominent explanation for the observed differences between CTB and DMPL-based estimates. The key distinction in identification strategies across the two methods comes from the source of information for utility function curvature. In the CTB, curvature is informed by sensitivity to changing interest rates. In the DMPL, curvature is informed by risky choice. The most striking difference in parameter estimates 22 across the two methods is the level of curvature. It is beyond the scope of this paper to state definitively which source of identification is correct. However, if one is interested in predicting intertemporal choice, our results demonstrate that the latter generates less informative estimates.
In motivating our study we suggested predictive power as a primary metric of success. We take the first step in this direction by exploring out-of-sample choices of our subjects made in the experiment. An essential test that remains, however, is to use these measurements of time preference to predict behavior outside of the experiment. In addition to laboratory refinement of the techniques presented here, a key next step is expanding to target populations for whom extra-lab choices are observable. Linking precisely measured discounting parameters to important intertemporal decisions is a promising avenue of future research.
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A Appendix
In this Appendix, we provide a full description of the ICT identification, Luce stochastic error model identification, individual level parameter estimates and their cross-method correlations, estimates with different background consumption level specifications, data on the CTB predictions, an analysis of HL prediction, and the experimental forms.
I.A ICT Identification
Our data is notably different from AS in that we offer only six discrete options along a budget, whereas they offer 101. This means that the Euler and demand equations do not hold exactly at the points elicited from our experiment. If the differences between optima and choices depend systematically on the independent variables, this could bias our results.
One way to think of this problem is as non-classical measurement error on the dependent variable.
33 As a check against this potential problem, we ignore the cardinal information associated with our observed responses and treat them as ordinal indicators of preference.
We assume that optimality holds only for the underlying, unobserved optimal choices from fully-convex budgets, and that our observed data are related only probabilistically to the optimality conditions, but not subject to the same identification condition. The key feature that distinguishes this approach from techniques like the Luce stochastic error model or multinomial logit is that we maintain the assumption of optimality and thus the ordering of the choice options.
Our starting point for the ICT is a simplified version of (2), the OLS regression equation.
Indexing the variables by i for individual and j for budget number, we have
where the starred variables indicate the underlying, unobserved optima. We can order all 6 choices along a budget in terms of their preference for sooner payment: call these c = 1, 2, ...6.
33 Which can also be expressed as an omitted variable bias.
We define the following correspondence bettwen z * and c:
The cut points, K 1 ...K 5 , should not be interpreted as points of indifference between the adjacent choices, because conditional on parameter values, there is no indifference between adjacent choices. They are features of both the observed and unobserved parts of preferences. If they are known, it is straightforward to construct choice probabilities by making a distributional assumption on the error term. For e ij ∼ N (0, σ 2 ), we have,
where Φ represents the standard normal CDF. This holds exactly for the all interior choice options and the derivation for the corner solution probabilities follows the same logic. We estimate the cut points simultaneously with the other parameters using maximum likelihood.
Note that (6) , implying β = exp(
). Because these two utility parameters are identified from ratios of the γ coefficients, the constant of proportionality does not affect the estimates. Examining whether these parameter estimates differ across methods serves as a robustness check on the OLS and NLS procedures against the potential non-standard measurement error bias introduced by ignoring the interval nature of the data in those approaches.
Note that in the expression above the cutoffs are indexed by decision, j. Ideally, we would want to identify all five cutoffs specific to all 24 budgets, but to maintain statistical feasibility we make an assumption that reduces the cut point estimation problem from 120 to 5 parameters. However, it is important that the assumption we make allows the cut points to vary across budgets to reflect price and income changes. Note that the error, e ij is in units of the log consumption ratio. Using this fact, we assume that the cut point between choices n and n − 1 is defined as the log of a linear combination of the consumption ratios at choices n and n − 1 according to mixing parameter λ n ∈ [0, 1]. To state this formally, define K n j as the cut point that determines whether and individual selects option n or n − 1 on choice j. Then
Assumption:
While the mixing parameters for each interval are constant across budgets, the actual cut points associated with them adjust for the different properties of each budget.
There are other similar approaches to the ICT that one could take in our case. For example, an essentially identical exercise could be performed using the demand function rather than the tangency condition. However, the non-linearity of this function combined with the necessity of estimating cut-points makes the likelihood function very poorly behaved.
More standard approaches would involve random utility models that do not take advantage of optimality conditions.
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I.B Luce Stochastic Error Model Identification
AHLR use choice probabilities based on HL's adaptation of work by Luce (1959) to construct a likelihood function. Recall that according to this model, if an individual is presented with options X and Y , their probability of choosing option X is
ν represents deviations from deterministic choice. In the context of intertemporal choice, assume X represents sooner income and Y represents later income. Risk decisions from the HL are modeled similarly. For options L and R, the probability of choosing L is
Every individual decision on both the risk and time tasks generates one entry in the loglikelihood function. We use s to denote the risk decision index, j to denote the time decision index and i to denote individuals. The risk and time decisions enter the global DMPL likelihood function under an independence assumption that maintains complete linearity.
This yields a log-likelihood function of
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I.C Summary of Raw Data Figure A1 
HL Data
I.E Background Parameter Specifications
For the main analysis we consider the experimental allocations in a vaccuum. However, the degree to which laboratory sensitivity to stakes depends on extra-laboratory income and consumption is unresolved. Furthermore, all subjects were provided with a $10 show-up fee that was divided into two payments of $5 and split between the two payment dates. Shifting income levels in both periods will affect the levels of our estimates, but it is important to demonstrate that alternative specifications do not yield different qualitative results. Table   A2 replicates our main 
I.F CTB Prediction Data
In Table A4 , we present predicted optima and observed CTB choice based on CTB and DMPL estimates. Figure A2 plots the HL choice probabilities 35 for each measure of curvature and observed choices for each of our HL tasks. This illustrates that the CTB fails to predict enough risk-aversion to explain the data.
36
34 The difference is statistically significant with p = 0.005. Standard errors are clustered by individual. 35 These are calculated using the Luce Stochastic Error model. In the case of the CTB estimates, we borrow the value fo µ from the DMPL estimation.
36 Testing for equality of the predicted probabilites rejects with p < 0.001, standard errors clustered by individual.
I.H Experimental Forms
We provide the following forms (in this order): explanation of payment method, general instructions, CTB instructions, MPL instructions, HL instructions, BDM instructions.
Welcome
Welcome and thank you for participating
Eligibility for this study
To be in this study, you need to meet these criteria.
You must have a campus mailing address of the form:
YOUR NAME 9450 GILMAN DR 92(MAILBOX NUMBER) LA JOLLA CA 92092-(MAILBOX NUMBER)
Your mailbox must be a valid way for you to receive mail from now through the end of the Spring Quarter.
You must be willing to provide your name, campus mail box, email address, and student PID. This information will only be seen by Professor Andreoni and his assistants. After payment has been sent, this information will be destroyed. Your identity will not be a part of any subsequent data analysis.
You must be willing to receive your payment for this study by check, written to you by Professor James Andreoni, Director of the UCSD Economics Laboratory. The checks will be drawn on the USE Credit Union on campus. This means that, if you wish, you can cash your checks for free at the USE Credit Union any weekday from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm with valid identification (driver's license, passport, etc.).
The checks will be delivered to you at your campus mailbox at a date to be determined by your decisions in this study, and by chance. The latest you could receive payment is the last week of classes in the Spring Quarter.
If you do not meet all of these criteria, please inform us of this now.
Instructions Earning Money
To begin, you will be given a $10 thank-you payment, just for participating in this study! You will receive this thank-you payment in two equally sized payments of $5 each. The two $5 payments will come to you at two different times. These times will be determined in the way described below.
In this study, you will make 49 choices over how to allocate money between two points in time, one time is "earlier" and one is "later." Both the earlier and later times will vary across decisions. This means you could be receiving payments as early as today, and as late as the last week of classes in the Spring Quarter, or possibly two other dates in between.
Once all 49 decisions have been made, we will randomly select one of the 49 decisions as the decisionthat-counts. We will use the decision-that-counts to determine your actual earnings. Note, since all decisions are equally likely to be chosen, you should make each decision as if it will be the decision-thatcounts.
When calculating your earnings from the decision-that-counts, we will add to your earnings the two $5 thank you payments. Thus, you will always get paid at least $5 at the chosen earlier time, and at least $5 at the chosen later time.
IMPORTANT: All payments you receive will arrive to your campus mailbox. That includes payments that you receive today as well as payments you may receive at later dates. On the scheduled day of payment, a check will be placed for delivery in campus mail services by Professor Andreoni and his assistants. Campus mail services guarantees delivery of 100% of your payments by the following day.
As a reminder to you, the day before you are scheduled to receive one of your payments, we will send you an e-mail notifying you that the payment is coming.
On your table is a business card for Professor Andreoni with his contact information. Please keep this in a safe place. If one of your payments is not received you should immediately contact Professor Andreoni, and we will hand-deliver payment to you.
Your Identity
In order to receive payment, we will need to collect the following pieces of information from you: name, campus mail box, email address, and student PID. This information will only be seen by Professor Andreoni and his assistants. After all payments have been sent, this information will be destroyed. Your identity will not be a part of subsequent data analysis.
You have been assigned a participant number. This will be linked to your personal information in order to complete payment. After all payments have been made, only the participant number will remain in the data set.
On your desk are two envelopes: one for the sooner payment and one for the later payment. Please take the time now to address them to yourself at your campus mail box.
